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Rockfall protection systems are highly flexible structures that can absorb large amounts of
energy. Compared to rigid protection structures, these structures undergo large deformations
upon impact and thus result in lower braking accelerations. This leads to an effective transfer
of the load. Previous works such as e.g. [1] have shown that the partly highly complicated real
ring structures and rope constructions can be represented by simplified numerical structural
models if the global behavior of the protective structure and the impacting objects is of

interest. We discuss the appropriate modeling of the protective structures, slipping edge ropes,
and plasticizing brake elements using the finite element method (FEM) in this work. The
realization of the impact simulation by coupling particle methods and the FEM is briefly

discussed and can be found in [1, 2, 3] among others.
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Figure 1: Impact simulation on cable net with moving edge nodes, adapted from [2, 3]. 1a)
Before impact. 1b) After impact.
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